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Green Party Presidential Candidate Cynthia McKinney Comes to Locke

BY VANESSA ROZIER
National Writer Editor

Cynthia McKinney held a screening of her documentary, "Activist Blues," at Clark Atlanta University on Tuesday night to show students the war in Iraq. "We need to wake up and realize what's going on," McKinney said. "We need to see ourselves as a part of the world, not just in the United States." The screening was part of the Green Party's "Stop the War," "No to the Iraq War," and "Boot Camp for Generations."

McKinney, a former congresswoman for Georgia's 5th District, is running for the presidency on the Green Party's ticket. She is the third Green Party candidate to make a presidential run.

The movie, directed by Michael de Courcy, focuses on the war in Iraq and the growing turbulence in the Middle East. McKinney, who is running on a platform of peace, said she saw the movie as an opportunity to educate people about the war and the Green Party's stance on it.

"I'm concerned because there is a reason for some of the issues that these programs are bringing up," he said. "These programs are in a state of decline, and we need to make sure that we are not leaving these programs to the side."

"It's very important that we hold our universities' administration accountable," Broadnax said. "It's better, but it's not a complete solution."

Clark Atlanta University President Barbara Gotzon said she would like to see all the programs resume at the university. "This is a very important time for us," she said. "We need to make sure that we can provide a quality education to our students."

Booher, who is the second president to leave Clark Atlanta after the merger of Atlanta University and Clark College in 1988, has been credited with transforming the institution into a modern university. He has worked to expand the university's academic programs, increase its enrollment, and improve its facilities.

"It's been a tough decision," Booher said. "But it's the right decision for the university."

The decision to cut the programs was made by the university's administration, which said it needed to reduce costs. The university is facing a budget shortfall of $4 million.

"We're in a tough situation," Booher said. "But we have to make some tough decisions."
Contributing Writer said, "People want to stay connected and have their hands free," he said. "It is always a possibility to do more, but in terms of information, it is important to know where to put your hands."

Interviewees should dress appropriately and be knowledgeable about the company they want to work for. "It is important to know where to put your hands," said. "It is important to know where to put your hands."
Clark Atlanta President to Be Replaced by Executive Vice President

Continued from FRONT, CLARK-ATL

Broadnax replaced former president Patricia Geiger. No college report for the college was available. The college reported a net increase in enrollment. However, the college reported a net increase in enrollment. However, the college reported an increase in enrollment. However, the college reported an increase in enrollment.

Broadnax raised tuition, struggled to finish of a $75 million academic program, and stopped all ruled against the group. The Supreme Court of Georgia eventually sided against the group. B. Broadnax replaced former president Clark Atlanta President to Be Replaced by Executive Vice President.

You missed your chance this week.

It's OK, come grab a story at next week's budget meeting.

Hilltop Budget Meetings - Monday @ 7 p.m. in the West Tower

Thank you for letting us capture your lives...

Sniper Hoax at Meridian Howard Moves for Jena

Barack Obama Speaks at Convocation Election 2008 Coverage

...don't feel bad, you can thank us, too...

Why?

Because we brought home 9 awards from the 10th Annual HBCU Newspaper/Media Conference.

Including 4 first place awards:
- Best News Coverage (Jena Six)
- Best Headline (IPod Touch)
- Best Editorial (HPV Vaccine)
- Best Sports Feature (Keely’s Boxing Gym)

THE HILLTOP
Clinton Underestimates Obama, Desperate for Votes

Our View: Hillary is desperate for votes.

Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., has always resembled a prima donna. She never met a camera she didn’t like. The ‘first black president’ and let not anywa.

Clinton did not expect Barack Obama (D-Ill.) to be a serious contender in this race. She probably figured John Edwards would be her biggest competition, or that the ‘world’s loneliest’ candidate in the race to be soon Obama via the Democratic National Convention. The successful.

The candidates agreed, but the states held their votes.

Obama, however, was not to be denied. He garnered the support of mogul Bob Johnson and many of the talking heads. He was the first black president.

David. Our View: This is no)
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Got An Issue? Good! Submit Perspectives at:

www.thehilltoponline.com

Look for the letter to the editor link under the options tab.

For info on submitting an essay in Friday’s extended B&P page, e-mail e.philltop@gmail.com and get your opinion published in The Hilltop.
Political Inequality
Jada Smith

Throughout the history of black people in America, it never fails that we always find a way to divide ourselves instead of finding avenues of unity. No matter if it be in the form of skin complexion, hair grade or length of hairstyles, we as a black community have failed ourselves not only excluding each other but also becoming less conservative than one. So why do they choose not to be vocal and account for their political affiliations on a all-black campus?

Amigosas because they would rather not deal with the dirty looks and rudeness that comes with a title. Michael Varner, president of the HV College Republicans, said that he is attacked for his political affiliation on this campus on a daily basis. And another young Republican that I tried to contact for my story told me that he could not be quoted in The Hilltop anymore because last time he quoted having Republican views, he was shorned by other students and attacked for his political ideals.

Why do we insist on tearing each other down and making a spectacle of some who believe different things than we do? What law says all blacks have to do it just as the Christians were persecuted for their beliefs, and the freedom fighters of the 1860s were persecuted for theirs, the only difference in this time, we are perceiving ourselves.

Maybe on a campus as politically active as Howard’s, I guess it’s only OK to be politically involved with you’re involved with a certain party. Otherwise, just quiet. Right?

Don’t like something that was said on this page? Submit your own essay or perspective at www.thehilltoponline.com
Click the “Letters to the Editor” link.
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The Hilltop encourages its readers to share their opinions with the newspaper through letters to the editor or as perspective. All letters should include a complete address and telephone number and should be submitted electronically on the Hilltop website.

The Hilltop reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors and any inaccuracy, libelous or defamatory content. All letters must be submitted a week prior to publication.

BECAUSE I SAID SO

...Black and Happy About It...

I am happy to be black. Not because I’m Black History Month, but because I was born here. Being black makes every day a beautiful day. Making me realize this is my culture. The way I talk, the way I walk, the way I dress. It’s a part of me. I believe that black is beautiful. This characteristic does not vanish among us. We arc divided by stories of our lives, but not by our color.

Do You Know What it Is?
Submit a per- perspective and tell us about us.

The opinions expressed in the columns on the expanded Op-Ed page reflect those of each individual author, not those of The Hilltop Editorial Board.
Carnival
7PM - 10PM

ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER

HOWARD UNIVERSITY ID MANDATORY FOR ADMISSION

SLOWE HALL PRESENTS
FREE CARIBBEAN CUISINE
PRIZES & SURPRISES
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE IN BLACKBURN ROOM 107

DANCE HALL
REGGAE AND SOCA

$3 IN ADVANCE $5 AT THE DOOR

COSTUME SHOW - VENDORS
LIVE STEEL PERFORMANCE - CONTESTS

MUSIC BY

THE HILLTOP
When we lose a historic place, we lose a part of who we are. To learn how you can help protect places in your community, visit NationalTrust.org or call 1-800-315-NTHP. History is in our hands.

No one looks back fondly on the time they spent in a parking garage.
College Students Lighting Up Everywhere

Cigarette advertisements continue to target youth; continue to smoke

BY COURTNEY SATTLE Contributing Writer

The school board's crackdown on the advertising of tobacco products has several students that their habit is on the increase, and they want to continue to smoke. This is a controversial issue as it relates to the health and well-being of young people.

"They're heavily targeted by the tobacco industry," said Jessica Kuehne, a research assistant for the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids. "They know that by advertising to kids, they can get them hooked on cigarettes and keep them smoking for life." According to the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, about 90 percent of adult smokers started smoking before the age of 18.

"There are several ways to target younger adults," said Finnegan. "One is to use social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, to promote the benefits of smoking. Another is to create ads that show people who are happy and healthy despite smoking."

Despite these efforts, many students continue to smoke. "I think it's just easier to give in to the temptation," said one student. "I know it's not good for me, but I can't help it." Finnegan agreed, saying, "It's important to educate young people about the risks of smoking, but it's also important to provide them with the resources they need to quit." She recommended smoking cessation programs and support groups for students who are trying to quit.

Although students may know the risks of smoking, the number of college students who smoke is steadily increasing. "College is a time of experimentation," said Finnegan. "Some students may try smoking just once or twice, but it can become a habit, and it's difficult to quit once that happens." Finnegan recommended that students consider the long-term effects of smoking and make healthy choices for their future.
Sankofa

He Said... She Said

Viewpoints From Both Sides of the Gender Divide

This week’s Issue: Exes

by Joshua Thomas & Jada Smith

Eves, We all have them. No matter if the relationship between you and your partner ended peacefully or concluded with War World II, it is in or ex for a reason, and they should stay that way. I’ve heard guys talk plenty of times, “She and my ex are still really good friends and we talk all the time.” My response to that is, “Why?!” especially if there is something so important in your life now. For me as I’m concerned, exes are nothing but troubles.

It seems as though a lot of people think of their past relationships with rose colored glasses, meaning they only want to remember the good things about that person instead of the reasons they broke up in the first place. “Hey, let me ask this question. If your girlfriend/boyfriend dated with her, would she be on your side with this?” Because the more you think about it, you kind of feel bad for the person because that person thought you have feelings for them (or a physical attraction) in some states that they will never be able to relate to. No one is saying you will want to go back, someone’s been with for years or someone’s been friends for months. I can’t speak for all women, but just the thought that she’s still on your mind bothers me.

Jenise Levine, Ph.D, author of Why Do Dope Fall in Love,” says, “To keep your life moving in a healthy direction, you need to determine where an ex is in your life, or he’ll continue to affect you and your future relationships.” If you continue to hang out with exes, spend time with them, and do really family things down a relationship with someone because they may not feel like the best former thing to do with the person you used to be with.

By me meaning I am trying to discount those who have managed to maintain a strictly platonic relationship with their ex. That’s worthy of applause, but for the rest of us out there, this can be difficult to suppress feelings for the former flame. I speak from experience when I say I have let her/his/that one's(s) go.

Submit your topics for discussion to meccanisms@gmail.com.
The Hilltop prints Hilltopics every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The first 20 words are $10 and $.25 for each additional word.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PAID FOR AND SUBMITTED FIVE DAYS IN ADVANCE. Payment acceptable: cashier’s check or money order. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 806-4749 or by e-mail Hilltopbusiness@gmail.com

South Carolina Club General Body Meeting
February 21, 2008
Locke 300
7 pm

Tuition Scholarship
If you will be a Junior or Senior during the school year 2008-2009 have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, and demonstrated community involvement, then you are eligible for the Alpha Kappa Alpha Nellie M. Quander Memorial Scholarship. Applications are available at the Founder’s Library, Office of Financial Aid and the Information Desk in the Blackburn Center. The application deadline is Wednesday, March 5, 2008.

The Office of the General Elections Commission presents...

**HUSA and Undergraduate Trustee Speakout**

Co-sponsored by HUSA Student Organization and Student Advocacy Departments

**TODAY**

School of Business Auditorium, 7 pm

husastudent.org/flyer.png

Hilltopics February 20, 2008

(Sitters Wanted: $10 or more per hour. Register for jobs near campus or home. www.studentsitters.com)

HU Red Cross General Body Meeting
Thurs. Feb. 21st
Room C-07
Chemistry Building (Basement)

Joy Lindsay
Declaration of Truth for Undergraduate Trustee
Vote March 6, 2008
“Discover the Truth with Joy Lindsay as your future Undergraduate Trustee”

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated
Present...

Exploring a Spiritual Perspective
Thursday, February 21, 2008
Location: TBA
Attire: Business
Time: 7:08